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How to use the strategy

Prior knowledge

•	 difference between a primary and secondary account

•	 understanding of criteria used to assess the credibility of secondary accounts (e.g., 

comprehensive, credible sources, reasonable conclusions, balanced perspectives)

•	 knowledge of the context surrounding the featured event

•	 identifying different types of perspectives (e.g., individual perspectives; group 

perspectives such as that of a particular culture, time period or community; ways of 

thinking such as economic, political or environmental)

Ideas to emphasize

•	 Documents cannot be taken at face value.

•	 Secondary sources are constructed by authors who select evidence to convey a cohe-

sive account of an event.

•	 Secondary sources are only as good as the secondary and primary sources on which 

they are based.

•	 It is important to provide evidence to support each rating.

Instructional suggestions

•	 Model the strategy, using a newspaper article, and mark portions of the text as it is 

read aloud (e.g., underline facts that address the 5Ws, put a check mark by sources of 

information, circle evidence, star conclusions, put a question mark by inconsistent or 

questionable information). 

•	 Teach various perspectives, using different images depicting the same event or differ-

ent articles describing the same event.

•	 Encourage students to compare secondary accounts with divergent perspectives or 

conclusions.

Learning outcomes

•	 identify information in a document that influences its credibility

•	 reach a conclusion about the credibility of a document

•	 understand that accounts of events are the result of the authors’ interpretation, 

based on their selection of evidence

When to use the strategy

•	 comparing documents to select the most credible source

•	 reviewing news articles

•	 analyzing secondary sources and textbooks

Analyze the account
analyzing secondary accounts to assess the credibility of  

sources, reasonableness of conclusions and balance of perspectives
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Purpose

This strategy helps me to identify information in a doc-
ument that helps determine the document’s credibility. 
I will also better understand how authors interpret and 
select evidence to create accounts of events.

Instructions

•	 Before you begin, make sure you understand the difference between a primary and secondary 

account.

•	 Read the secondary account.

•	 As you are reading, mark the text, if possible, using a code such as the following:

 – underline facts that address the 5Ws 

 – put a check mark by sources of information 

 – circle evidence 

 – star conclusions 

 – put a question mark by inconsistent or questionable information.

•	 Record the information from the text in the appropriate sections of the activity sheet.

•	 Consider gaps or omissions in the account for each of the 5W questions. Record questions you 

have or information you think should be included. 

•	 Use the scale to rate the effectiveness of the document in 

addressing the 5Ws.

•	 Rate its adequacy in terms of credibility of sources, 

reasonableness of conclusions and balanced perspectives.

•	 Provide reasons, based on evidence, for each rating.

Relevant, important information: details are identified for 
each question.

Significant gaps: missing information in the secondary 
account is identified for each question. 

Credible ratings with convincing explanations: ratings are 
believable and include rich supporting explanations.

Criteria

Analyze the account
analyzing secondary accounts to assess the credibility of sources, 

reasonableness of conclusions and balance of perspectives
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Analyzing the account

Record important information from the secondary account and identify possible missing 

information. Rate the effectiveness of the account, based on comprehensiveness, credibility 

of sources, reasonableness of conclusions and balanced perspectives. Provide reasons, based 

on evidence, for each rating.

Relevant, important information: details are identifi ed for each question.

Signifi cant gaps: missing information in the secondary account is identifi ed for each question.

Credible ratings with convincing explanations: ratings are believable and include rich supporting 

explanations.

Event:

WHERE did the 
events occur?

WHEN 
did the 

events occur?

WHY
is this 

important?

WHAT
were the main events?

WHO
were the main people involved?

Comprehensive: Does the account provide generally complete answers for each of the 5Ws?

5           4           3           2           1

Each of the questions are 

The account offers very little

answered in relatively rich detail 

information about any of the questions

Information in the secondary account

Criteria

What more might have been included?
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Analyzing the account
Record important information from the secondary account and identify possible missing 
information. Rate the effectiveness of the account, based on comprehensiveness, credibility 
of sources, reasonableness of conclusions and balanced perspectives. Provide reasons, based 
on evidence, for each rating.

Relevant, important information: details are identified for each question.

Significant gaps: missing information in the secondary account is identified for each question. 

Credible ratings with convincing explanations: ratings are believable and include rich supporting 
explanations.

Event:

WHERE 

did the  

events occur?

WHEN 

did the  

events occur?

WHY

is this  

important?

WHAT

were the  

main events?

WHO

were the 

main people 

involved?

Comprehensive: Does the account provide generally complete answers for each of the 5Ws?

5           4           3           2           1

Each of the questions are The account offers very little
answered in relatively rich detail information about any of the questions

Information in the secondary account

Criteria

What more might have been included?
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Explanation of the analysis
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What are the author’s sources of information and what 
can we tell about how accurate and trustworthy they 
are?

How accurate and trustworthy are these sources of 
information?

5     4     3     2     1
There are many sources, The author gives no indication
all of which seem of sources or they seem
very trustworthy. completely unreliable.

Explanation:

What are the main conclusions and what evidence is 
provided to support these conclusions?

How reasonable are these conclusions, given the amount 
and relevance of the available evidence?

5     4     3     2     1
The conclusions seem very The conclusions are not
reasonable and much relevant supported with any
evidence is provided. relevant evidence.

Explanation:

What perspectives (e.g., groups / ways of thinking) are 
represented in this account and what perspectives are 
not represented?

How fairly does the account represent the key perspectives 
on the event?

5     4     3     2     1
Various key perspectives The account gives no indications
are very fairly represented. of the differing viewpoints.

Explanation:
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Evidence:

Excellent Very Good Competent Basic Not Yet Able

Assessing the analysis

Relevant, important information

Significant gaps

Credible ratings with convincing explanations

Evidence:

Identifies most of the 
important and relevant 
information associated 
with each question.

Identifies several relevant 
and important pieces of 
information associated 
with each question, 
including the most 
important information.

Identifies some important 
pieces of information 
associated with  
each question.

Identifies some 
information associated 
with most questions, but 
important and/or relevant 
information is often 
omitted or inaccurately 
reported.

Excellent Very Good Competent Basic Not Yet Able

Evidence:

Excellent Very Good Competent Basic Not Yet Able

Identifies the relevant 
and significant gaps 
in the secondary 
account accurately and 
comprehensively for each 
question.

Identifies the relevant 
gaps in the secondary 
account, including 
many of the significant 
omissions for each 
question. 

Identifies a relevant and 
often significant gap in 
the secondary account for 
most questions.

Identifies a relevant and 
sometimes significant gap 
in the secondary account 
for a few questions. 

Offers credible 
ratings that are fully 
supported by convincing 
explanations  
in all cases.

Offers credible 
ratings that are fully 
supported by convincing 
explanations  
in most cases.

Offers credible ratings  
that are adequately 
supported by 
explanations  
in most cases.

Offers credible ratings 
that are supported by 
explanations in a few 
cases.




